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There is nothing 'middling' about Wilson's speaker in the middle
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the tweeter is used up and down the Wilson range r ight up to

the MAXX 2. The Sophia 2 is a chunky 72.5k9 speaker, but

a surprisingly no-nonsense one; i t  is single wired, si ts on four big

spikes and, although i t  demands a thorough, high-quali ty instal l ,
is f lexible enough to f i t  into a wider range of homes than most

high-end speakers. In this respect, at least, the Sophia 2 has

learned something from the go-anywhere Duette.
Those with exist ing Sophia speakers wil l  see a lot in common,

but there are differences. That tweeter is new to the Sophia 2

a move that requlred a completely new crossover network
derived from the design used in the MAXX 2. This has meant

improvement to t ime al ignment as well  as lower noise and higher

resolut ion. Final ly, the old Velcro gri l les used in 2Oth century
Wilson designs have been replaced with the pin-style gri l les f irst

seen on the Alexandria. These are said to improve diffraction,

and in al l  other places increase the transparency of the gri l les.

These might appear mild changes to the design, but the
original Sophia was not exactly struggl ing to keep the pace

anyr/vay. As before, the cabinet is an amalgam of Wilson's two
secret materials, both chosen to best interact with different
cabinet resonances; 'M' material -  presumably for 'midrange' -

for the top pyramid to improve mid and top-end clarity and 'X'

material -  presumably for 'X-Fi les spooky stuff ' -  designed to
help mass load the bass and keep resonance in check.

Like most Wilson designs, on paper it seems a relatively easy
load; claimed sensit ivi ty of B9dB so that any ampli f ier from
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smallest floorstander, because there are far larger rival speakers

that make a far smaller sound. l t  might not have the cavernous

bass of the bigger designs, but the dif ference is scarcely an issue

and the ful l  bass is more than good enough. l t  also has that large,

bolted down soundstage with seemingly endless depth. But where

designs l ike the System B go for maximum detai l ,  the Sophia

Series 2 chooses a smoother, more integrated path.

You could consider i t to be 90 percent ofthe System B for

about 50 per cent ofthe price, but the abi l i ty of the Sophia Series

2 to back away from the edge, presenting music in a more

relaxing, less edge-of-the-seat manner makes i t  al l  the more

listenable. Of course, if the music is edge-of-the-seat, it will
present that sound accurately, but it does not have the 'push' of

the bigger speaker, nor does it have that bottom-end 'thwack'.

Paradoxically, this is perhaps its strongest point. The System B

represents the ult imate in audio analysis, capable of discerning

the sl ightest dif ference in equipment. l t  is also capable of

discerning these differences to a great extent, but the speaker

moves past that and puts you in touch with the music more

readily. The Sophia Series 2 is perhaps the most coherent

sounding in the Wilson range, and that 's saying something.
This Wilson Audio speaker doesn't  just l ive in the shadow of

i ts bigger brothers, but stands out as an entertaining, accurate

loudspeaker that gives a ful l  introduction to Wilson sound,

without automatical ly making you hungry for more. l ; ;
Alan Sircom
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